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MANTELS
A unique fireplace mantel makes a statement, and our selection is incomparable.  From our limited 
edition circa 1600’s French oak hand-hewn beams to our re-sawn Douglas fir, we have a mantel to fit 
your design aesthetic and your budget. Our talented team can detail and finish it for you, or you can 
purchase an unfinished mantel. With our extensive selection, we’re sure to have just the focal point 
you’ve been looking for.

TIMBERS FROM WHICH MANTELS ARE COMMONLY CUT:
HAND-HEWN TIMBERS: To hew a log is to transform the naturally round log into a timber, with either 
two or four roughly flat surfaces to yield two-sided or four-sided hand-hewn, respectively. Before 
sawmills and lumberyards were common, craftsmen used hand tools such, as broad axes and adzes, 
along with hard work and skill to turn logs into timbers. This arduous work left signature adze marks 
on the beams, which not only add unique character and authenticity to the product, but also a nod to 
the lost art of hewing by hand. Many also retain mortise pockets and tenons from their original joinery. 
Because this material was crafted by hand from locally available logs, the dimensions and species 
vary. 

ORIGINAL PATINA TIMBERS: These antique timbers came from densely grained, old growth trees and 
provided the structural framework for agricultural buildings, factories, warehouses, hangers, 
shipyards, and other commercial buildings. Produced after the advent of the industrial mill, they range 
in size from 4” x 4” to 16” x 32” and beyond.

RESAWN (MILLED) TIMBERS: The fresh-milled version of our Original Patina Timbers, these timbers 
can be cut to specific and unique dimensions. The resawn surface easily accepts stain and other 
finishes, making it especially well suited to projects requiring a consistent color or a contemporary 
aesthetic.  

species, hand-hewn oak, elm, beech, hickory, ash, maple, walnut, cherry, hemlock, pine
hand-hewn raw stock 6”x 6”, 8”x 8”, 10”x 10”, 12”x 12”; can be custom-milled

species, other timbers Douglas fir, hemlock, pine

 *custom options available—give our NORTH YARD/RETAIL OUTLET a call  

MANTELS SPECS
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hand-hewn with mortise pockets original patina timbers detailing Limited Edition French Oak mantel


